io March
that there are serious difficulties in the way of funding it, and
a deadlock between the Party and Dr. Schacht as to the form
of the new taxation which must be levied if Germany is to
begin the process of bringing income and expenditure into
line.
Herr Hitler, it may be assumed, let a situation boil up, and
then handled it with his customary decision. Since the inter-
national bankers were in Berlin, Dr. Schacht, having discovered
their misgivings about the path Germany was trending intern-
ally and externally, is said to have increased his pressure. At
any rate, inspired articles appeared in the Press suggesting
conditions on which Germany might agree to re-enter the
collective system, and the writers, il may be recalled, were not
prepared to be satisfied with the restoration of sovereignty in
the Rhineland. Dr. Goebbels, on the other hand, who may be
regarded as the exponent of the radical school of thought,
declared only ten days ago that Germany preferred to rely on
her armed forces rather than on the League to keep the peace
she so ardently desired.
Last week events moved rapidly. On Monday, according to
stories current in Berlin, there was a meeting in the Chancery.
The Fuhrer, Dr. Goebbels, Ilcrrvon Ribbcntrop, General von
Blomberg, General Goring, and Admiral Rueder were present,
but not, it is understood, Baron von Netirath, Dr. Schacht, or
General Fritsch, the Commander-in-Chief of the Army. The
decision was taken, so the story goes, to re-occupy the Rhine-
land and hold a meeting of the Reichstag on 13 March, by
which time it was expected that the Franco-Soviet Pact would
have been ratified. On the following day, it is said, Dr. Schacht
protested, and offered his resignation.
The moral aspect of the violation of Locarno does not seem
to have entered into consideration. "In the question of its
fundamental rights," says the D.A.'/. to-day, "no nation recog-
nises any other judge than itself"; and it is a sentiment heard
in Germany. That is not a very satisfactory philosophy for
Germany's neighbours, but it is to be kept in mind that this
regime is the product of danger, starvation, inflation, and the
greatest economic depression in history—of, in fact, years of
hand-to-mouth living, in which masses of the general public
had little inclination to worry about the means so long as it
served the end. As in the present action of their Government,
they have been unable, thanks to the controlled Press, to grasp
completely the implications or possible consequences, and it
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